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If you’ve been following the series of blogs this far and gathered the
information suggested, then by now you will have a lot to consider. Each piece
is a part of the puzzle and needs putting in its place in order to evaluate the
market opportunity for your product/service.
 
One, often overlooked factor to consider is the country risk; the political and
economic factors which are out of your control, but which can make or break
your success.
 
How politically stable is the target country? Is the regime likely to change?
How stable has it been in the past? How tight is the regimes control, are there
signs of public unrest?
 
Sometimes it is hard to tell, but the effect on your business can be profound. I
helped an Indian company to open a good market for their products in Libya
under the Colonel Gaddafi regime. At the time he seemed to have a strong
hold over the nation and regime change seemed a remote possibility….then
came the so-called Arab Spring!
 
Cemex, the Mexican cement producer, invested heavily in Venezuela, only to
have their plants nationalised by Hugo Chavez with no agreement on price.
Eventually they were offered about half of their estimated value.
 
Even in the so-called developed nations of the West there can be risk of
political change. Look at the tariffs introduced by Mr. Trump in the U.S.A. and
the decision of the U.K. to leave the European Union.
 
(We will be analysing the full effect of Brexit on trade in a special article
coming soon. To register to be the first to receive a copy please email
info@goexporting.com with ‘Export: Life after Brexit’ in the subject line)
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Be aware of the economic situation in the country also. Is the economy
growing or shrinking? Investigate the strength of the banks and their liquidity
situation. If accepting payment by bank Letter of Credit, be certain that the
issuing bank is solid, if not ask your bank to add their confirmation i.e.
guarantee of the payment. There will be a fee for this, but it is worth it for the
peace of mind.
 
In the end of the day it comes down to assessing the likely risk of entering
your target market and limiting your exposure. Be aware of your organisations
attitude to and ability to withstand risk and act accordingly.
 
My intention is not to put you off, exporting can be greatly rewarding, it’s just
best to go in to it with open eyes and a great deal of awareness.
 
When we carry out this overall evaluation process on behalf of our clients we
consolidate everything into a specially designed template which helps to
weigh up the pros and cons, the potential versus the risk.
 
It looks at each element and gives it a rating or a score, then calculates a final
rating/score taking in to account the weighting of the most important factors
for you in your business.
 
This gives an overall rating/score interpreted from ‘prime target’ to ‘do not
touch’ as a guideline on which to base a decision on the viability of the target
market, or a comparison of several potential targets.
 
We strongly recommend you closely evaluate the information and data you
have gathered on your potential target market in this way. It is a process
which will take time and effort, but will ultimately save you money and avoid
the potential for mistakes, helping you to make the best-informed decision
possible.
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